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Understanding thermoelectric properties from
high-throughput calculations: trends, insights,
and comparisons with experiment†
Wei Chen,ab Jan-Hendrik Po¨hls,c Geoffroy Hautier,d Danny Broberg,e
Saurabh Bajaj,af Umut Aydemir,fg Zachary M. Gibbs,f Hong Zhu,h Mark Asta,e
G. Jeffrey Snyder,fg Bryce Meredig,i Mary Anne White,c Kristin Perssonae and
Anubhav Jain*a
We present an overview and preliminary analysis of computed thermoelectric properties for more than
48000 inorganic compounds from the Materials Project (MP). We compare our calculations with
available experimental data to evaluate the accuracy of different approximations in predicting
thermoelectric properties. We observe fair agreement between experiment and computation for the
maximum Seebeck coefficient determined with MP band structures and the BoltzTraP code under a
constant relaxation time approximation (R2 = 0.79). We additionally find that scissoring the band gap to
the experimental value improves the agreement. We find that power factors calculated with a constant and
universal relaxation time approximation show much poorer agreement with experiment (R2 = 0.33). We test
two minimum thermal conductivity models (Clarke and Cahill–Pohl), finding that both these models reproduce
measured values fairly accurately (R2 = 0.82) using parameters obtained from computation. Additionally,
we analyze this data set to gain broad insights into the effects of chemistry, crystal structure, and electronic
structure on thermoelectric properties. For example, our computations indicate that oxide band structures tend
to produce lower power factors than those of sulfides, selenides, and tellurides, even under the same doping
and relaxation time constraints. We also list families of compounds identified to possess high valley degeneracies.
Finally, we present a clustering analysis of our results. We expect that these studies should help guide and assess
future high-throughput computational screening studies of thermoelectric materials.
I. Introduction
Thermoelectric materials, which convert thermal to electrical
energy and vice versa, could play an important role towards
building an efficient and sustainable energy portfolio.1–3 When
integrated with traditional or renewable energy generation
systems, thermoelectric devices provide attractive possibilities
to increase energy efficiency. For instance, thermoelectrics can
potentially harvest waste heat from engine exhaust to improve
vehicle efficiency or can be employed as cooling systems when
extended reliability, silent operation or small size is required.
The maximum efficiency of a thermoelectric material is
related to its figure of merit (zT), an intrinsic material parameter
that depends on the Seebeck coefficient S, electrical conductivity
s, thermal conductivity k, and the absolute temperature T:
zT ¼ S
2sT
k
: (1)
To achieve high zT values, one must both maximize the thermo-
electric power factor, S2s, and minimize k.
A wealth of literature has demonstrated the power of atomic-
scale modeling approaches based on density functional theory
(DFT) in understanding thermoelectric properties of diverse
materials.4–8 Using related techniques, we have initiated a
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high-throughput search for new thermoelectric materials in a
similar spirit to earlier studies by Madsen,9 Wang et al.,10
Carrete et al.,11 Joshi et al.12 and Gorai et al.13,14 The specific
materials uncovered and investigated during this long-term
study are the topics of other papers.15 Herein, we present an
overview and preliminary analysis of computed thermoelectric
properties for more than 48 000 inorganic compounds from the
Materials Project (MP). Our aims are two-fold. First, we desire to
gain broad insights into the effects of chemistry, crystal structure,
and electronic structure on thermoelectric properties. Second, we
compare our calculations with experimental data to assess the
accuracy of different approximations in predicting thermoelectric
properties, including the Seebeck coefficient, power factor and
thermal conductivity. We expect that these data can help provide
an overview of the thermoelectric chemical space and help shape
future computational screening studies.
II. Computational methodology
The high-throughput calculations of thermoelectric properties
were performed in two steps. First, DFT calculations were
performed for relaxed structures from the MP database to
generate electronic band structures. Second, thermoelectric
transport coefficients were derived using the Boltztrap software
package by solving the Boltzmann transport equation based on
a Fourier expansion of the band energies from the first step.16
We developed the thermoelectric workflow by leveraging the
existing MP high-throughput infrastructure that performs auto-
mated electronic structure calculations. The workflow and
relevant data analysis codes are available in the MP software
stack: pymatgen,17 FireWorks,18 and MPWorks (available at
www.github.com/materialsproject).
a. Band structure calculations
The DFT calculations in this work were performed using the
Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)19 with the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)20 generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) and projector augmented-wave (PAW)21 pseudopotentials.
Starting with relaxed structures from the MP database, we
generated standard conventional cells using the conventions
of Setyawan and Curtarolo22 for band structure calculations.
Spin-polarized self-consistent static calculations were performed
for these standard conventional cells to converge the charge
density using a moderate k-point density of 90 k-points per Å3
(reciprocal lattice volume). Hubbard corrections were considered
for transition metal oxides using the standard parameters for
MP.23 Non-self-consistent calculations were then performed
using the converged charge density to calculate band structures.
These band structure calculations employed a much denser
uniform k-point grid. For large band gap systems (Z0.5 eV,
estimated from self-consistent runs), 1000 k-points per Å3 were
used; for small band gap systems (o0.5 eV), we used 1500
k-points per Å3. Spin–orbit coupling was not considered in the
current study, as the goal in this first stage of the screening was
to rapidly characterize overall trends.
b. Thermoelectric properties calculations
The electronic transport properties were calculated using the
Boltztrap code.16 Boltztrap performs a Fourier expansion of the
band energies using symmetry-conserving star functions to
build a smooth analytical representation of the bands, which
is then used to solve the semi-classical Boltzmann equations to
obtain the conductivity tensor and other electronic transport
coefficients. A constant relaxation time approximation, with
universal t = 1014 s independent of the compound, was used
for all calculations. The constant relaxation time approximation
is based on an assumption that relaxation time that determines
electrical conductivity does not vary strongly at the energy scale
of kBT.
24 The universal value for this constant relaxation time
employed in this study is a hypothesis that qualitative results
(suitable for ranking compounds) for thermoelectric quantities
can be obtained without specifying differences in relaxation
time, e.g., as was previously assumed for a more narrow class of
materials by Madsen.9 We discuss the level of accuracy obtained
through this method in the Results section.
In this study, thermoelectric properties were calculated at
theoretical doping levels from 1015 cm3 to 1020 cm3 with a
step size of one order of magnitude for both p-type and n-type
doping. Temperature was considered from 100 K to 1300 K at
intervals of 100 K. We note that temperature was only introduced
within the electronic transport integrals, and do not simulate more
complex phenomena such as melting. Additional calculations at
specific values of temperature and doping were performed to allow
comparisons with experiments under matching conditions.
c. Data set
The full data set includes 48 770 compounds from the MP
database.25 The majority of the data set represents compounds
first reported in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database26,27
(previously reported compounds). The data set also contains
compounds from previous high-throughput projects, e.g., a
Li-ion battery screening project,28 as well as structures from
other databases, e.g., the Open Quantum Materials Database.29
We intend to release the full data set as part of the MP database
in the future.
III. Results
a. Distribution of properties in the data set
To better understand the distribution of properties exhibited
within this large space of compounds, we plot a flow diagram
representation of the data set in Fig. 1.
The left side of Fig. 1 indicates the preferred doping of
compounds, which represents the type of carriers that would in
theory lead to the highest computed power factor (provided that
such doping is achievable in practice). Most of the compounds
in our study perform better as n-type materials. This trend
might stem in part from the fact that our data set is largely
composed of oxygen-containing compounds (B70% of the data
set) and that such compounds tend to achieve higher power
factors as n-type (B61% of the oxygen-containing materials in
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our study perform better as n-type). However, the preponderance
of more promising n-type band structures might also be an artifact
of our data set. Thus far, we note that the zT value of the best
n-type oxide thermoelectrics is only about 0.3 whereas the p-type
oxides have attained zT values about four times higher30,31 (and
has motivated a search for new n-type oxide thermoelectrics).
The second column of Fig. 1 represents whether the power
factor is isotropic, i.e., whether all eigenvalues of the power
factor tensor are within 10% of one another. The vast majority
of compounds is not isotropic, and can only achieve their optimum
power factor in preferred directions. This is potentially problematic
as it indicates that achieving high performance might require
the use of single crystals or textured polycrystals.
The third column of Fig. 1 indicates the band gap as calculated
by the GGA/GGA+U functional. One caveat when interpreting this
column is that these functionals are known to underestimate
experimental band gaps. The amount of underestimation is
system-dependent and can be difficult to predict. Chan and
Ceder32 reported that the GGA-PBE functional underestimates
semiconductor and insulator band gaps by an average of 0.73 eV
compared with experiment, and in another study Setyawan et al.
(focused on large-gap systems) observed an error of 42% (this
error could be reduced to 24% using a linear shift).33 With this
consideration in mind, most compounds in our study can be
classified as large-gap semiconductors or insulators, although a
significant number of systems are metallic. The relatively small
fraction of small-gap semiconductors is one shortcoming of this
data set.
The fourth column of Fig. 1 indicates the maximum power
factor along any direction. As stated in the Methodology, this
value is calculated under a constant and universal relaxation
time approximation and typically assumes that relatively high
doping (up to 1020 cm3) can be achieved. We expect that
compounds with power factor greater than 3 mW K2 m1
are of high potential interest to form next-generation thermo-
electrics, and values less than 1 mW K2 m1 are of low
interest. This criterion is based on a goal of reaching zT higher
than unity at temperatures of 1000 K or below and assuming a
thermal conductivity of 1 W m1 K1. The band gap does not
appear to have a major effect on the fraction of compounds that
achieve a particular power factor, except that metallic compounds
are more likely to have lower power factors (as would be expected,
because metals typically possess low Seebeck coefficients).
The last column of Fig. 1 represents the Herfindahl–Hirschman
Index34 (HHI) for known reserves of the elements comprising the
compounds (in the ESI,† we also present the elemental production
data in Fig. S1). The data are derived from the report of Gaultois
et al.,35 who introduced this measure to the thermoelectrics
community as a way to gauge resource constraints on new
thermoelectric materials. Specifically, this measure indicates
whether known reserves of the elements comprising the compound
are geographically dispersed or confined. Unfortunately, the
majority of materials in our study would be considered ‘‘highly
concentrated’’ or ‘‘moderately concentrated’’ under definitions
drafted by the U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade
Commission.36 In particular, only a small subset of the total
number of compounds possesses both ‘‘high’’ power factor and
‘‘low’’ HHI.
Overall, Fig. 1 visually represents many of the tradeoffs that
make thermoelectrics design particularly challenging, especially
in identifying isotropic systems with low HHI index that also
meet other performance criteria.
b. Effects of chemistry and crystal structure on power factor
High-performance thermoelectrics (such as PbTe37 and Bi2Te3
38)
typically include heavy anions such as Te2 or Sb3. It is well-
known that it is much more challenging to develop high-
performance thermoelectrics within lighter anion chemistries
such as oxides. Compared with oxides, the smaller differences
in the element electronegativity of tellurides and selenides tend to
increase carrier scattering time and improve electronic mobility.3,39
High atomic mass is also likely to reduce the atomic vibration
frequency and the lattice thermal conductivity. Our high-
throughput data set provides an opportunity to explore if further
fundamental differences exist between chemistries and study
how the thermoelectric power factor varies with the selection
of anion.
We focused specifically on anions with a 2 charge state:
tellurides, selenides, sulfides and oxides. We only considered
materials with a clear oxidation state assignment from a bond
valence algorithm40 and without anion mixing (e.g., we excluded
oxysulfides). Fig. 2 depicts violin plots for the distribution of the
highest power factor (averaged over the three eigenvalues of
the power factor tensor) achievable in the four chemistries. In
the violin plots, the probability density of the computed power
factor is plotted at both sides of the y axis for each chemistry.
This allows one to observe the distribution of data values over
large data sets. It is important to note that temperature and
doping were varied freely up to 1300 K and 1020 cm3 charge
Fig. 1 Flow diagram representation of the data set of 48 770 compounds
in this study. The term ‘‘doping’’ refers to the doping type that maximizes
the power factor in our calculations. Compounds with power factors
within 10% in all directions are considered ‘‘isotropic’’. The unit of band
gap is eV and the unit of power factor is mW K2 m1. HHI represents the
Herfindahl–Hirschman Index of elemental reserves for the compound and
is a measure of the resource criticality of the compound’s component
elements, with ‘‘high’’ indicating that resources are geographically confined
(undesirable) and ‘‘low’’ indicating geographically dispersed (desirable).
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carrier density, respectively, for all chemistries; thus, variations
in the power factor reported here do not reflect differences in
achievable doping. Similarly, the relaxation time was set equal
for all materials (1014 s). In this instance, we consider this to be
an advantage of the computational method in that it allows one
to more clearly separate the factors that cause differences in
attainable power factor. In Fig. 2, the reported differences stem
only from systematic differences in the calculated band structure.
Under these constraints, Fig. 2 illustrates that tellurides lead
to higher power factors than the other three chemistries.
Selenide and sulfide compounds exhibit very similar power
factors on average, which are slightly lower than the tellurides.
The oxides exhibit by far the lowest power factors with a
significantly lower median power factor than the tellurides,
sulfides, and selenides. In addition to a lower median value, the
variance within the oxides is much smaller, leading to many
fewer materials with extremely high power factors. It is important
to reiterate that the maximum achievable power factor in this
analysis depends only on the band structure characteristics. One
explanation for this trend could be that a greater hybridization in
tellurides41 could lead to a larger tendency to form materials
with high valley degeneracy that results in both high Seebeck
coefficients and high electrical conductivities.
It is also interesting to consider how these results might
relate to the attainable zT, which will depend on the thermal
conductivity and the dopability differences between materials.
The thermal conductivity is generally expected to be higher for
lighter anion elements such as oxygen.42 In terms of dopability,
materials with large band gap are typically more difficult to
dope.43 Because band gaps increase from the tellurides to the
oxides, the expected dopability should decrease on average.
Therefore, moving from tellurides to oxides (i.e., going to
lighter anions) could be detrimental on three accounts: thermal
conductivity, dopability, and maximum achievable power factor
(based on band structure characteristics that are independent
of doping). These three factors combined make it very challenging
to develop high-performance oxide thermoelectrics. It has been
discovered that layered Na0.5CoO2 has good thermoelectric
properties.3,44 However, it remains to be determined whether
the diversity of oxide chemistry in combination with other
advantages, such as abundance and potentially low cost, can
produce more promising candidates.
c. Analysis of valley degeneracy
Another aspect of band structure that can be examined is the
thermoelectric quality factor B ¼ 2kB
2h
3p
NvCl
mIEdef 2kL
, in which Nv
is the valley degeneracy, Cl is the average longitudinal elastic
modulus, mI* is the inertial mass, Edef is the deformation
potential, and kL is the lattice thermal conductivity. The
thermoelectric quality factor scales with the maximum attainable
power factor for a given material,45 and is directly proportional to
the valley degeneracy Nv, which is the focus of our analysis. Nv is a
fundamental materials property that is related to both the crystal
symmetry and the symmetry of the k-points in reciprocal space at
which the primary conduction and valence band extrema occur.
In this work, we have calculated Nv for compounds within
the MP database in a manner similar to ref. 46, in which band
degeneracies were tabulated for 412 compounds. In our analysis,
only isotropic compounds of energies within 50 meV per atom of
the convex hull were considered for the calculations, resulting in
a total of approximately 1400 materials for which we analyzed
valley degeneracy. Brillouin zone symmetry operations were
obtained using the spglib library47,48 and pymatgen.17 The symmetry
operations (rotations) were performed on the k-points corresponding
to the primary valence bandmaximum (VBM) and conduction band
minimum (CBM). After rotation, Nv was determined by counting the
number of unique points that existed within the first Brillouin zone.
All other extrema that occurred at the same energy of the VBM
or CBM were also considered.
The overall trends of our analysis (Fig. S2, ESI†) indicate that
many compounds possess Nv = 3 for the valence band and
Nv = 1 for the conduction band. The triply degenerate valence
band is likely due to convergence of separate bands at the
G-point (as is the case for all group VI and III–V semiconductors
in our study and in the absence of spin–orbit coupling). Some
compounds noted to have high degeneracies are discussed next.
One family of compounds with high valley degeneracies is
the half-Heusler compounds with space group 216. Interesting
compound examples (and their corresponding identification
numbers within the MP database) include VSbRu (mp-31455),
NbSbRu (mp-505297), TaSbRu (mp-31454), NbSbFe (mp-9437)
and ZrBiCo (mp-31451), which possess degeneracies of 8 and 3
for the VB and CB, respectively. The VB in these compounds
is pushed up in energy at the L-point, making it the VBM,
as illustrated in Fig. 3 of the electronic band structure of
NbSbRu. In most other half-Heusler compounds, such as ZrNiSn
(mp-924129), LiZnP (mp-10182) and HfNiSn (mp-924128), the
VBM is at the G-point, causing the VB degeneracy to be lower
at 3. A common trend in the high degeneracy half-Heusler
compounds mentioned above is that the tetrahedral zinc
blende-type structure is built up of an electropositive element
Fig. 2 Violin plots depicting the distribution of computed maximum
power factor under a fixed relaxation time approximation across compounds
in the MP database, separated by anion type. The red lines indicate the median
computed power factor for different anions. The distribution of power factors
for tellurides tends to be higher than that for selenides and sulfides, which are
in turn higher than those of oxides.
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from the s2d3 group of the periodic table (V, Nb, Ta), and an
element of intermediate electronegativity from the s2d6 group of
the periodic table (Ru, Fe).49 None of these elements is present
in the lower degeneracy compounds. This class of compounds
has recently been observed to have high zT and is highly
optimizable for high-temperature thermoelectric modules.49,50
A second family of compounds with high valley degeneracy
is chalcogenide compounds with space group 227 of the A2BC4
family, including: Al2CdSe4 (mp-3807), Al2CdS4 (mp-9993),
Al2ZnS4 (mp-4842), In2ZnS4 (mp-22052), In2HgS4 (mp-22356),
In2CdS4 (mp-559200), In2MnS4 (mp-22168), Cr2CdS4 (mp-4338),
and Cr2CdSe4 (mp-22605) which all possess VB degeneracies of
12. As can be observed in Fig. 4 of the electronic band structure
of Al2CdSe4, the VBM in these compounds is shifted from the
G-point and lies along the G–K line, causing high degeneracies.
However, the effective mass may be prohibitively high in this
case. In other compounds within the same family, such
as Tm2CdSe4 (mp-14620), Lu2MnS4 (mp-14305), and In2MgS4
(mp-20493), the VBM is at the G-point, leading to lower VB
degeneracies of 3. The most electropositive element in high-
degeneracy compounds belongs to the s2p1 group (Al, In) or Cr,
in combination with an element of (similar) intermediate
electronegativity from the s2d10 group or the s2d5 group of the
periodic table (Zn, Cd, Hg, Fe). The VB degeneracy is lowered to
3 if either the most electropositive element is a rare-earth (Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, and Sc) or Mg, and seems to be associated
with greater differences in electronegativity between the two
most electropositive elements.
Other chalcogenide compounds of space group 217 include
Tl3VS4 (mp-5513), with degeneracies of 6 for both the VB and
CB, and Tl3TaSe4 (mp-10644) and Tl3TaS4 (mp-7562), which
possess degeneracies of 6 and 3 for the VB and CB, respectively.
These compounds share a few commonalities: their VBM are at
the N-point, and they all contain Tl together with an element
from the s2d3 group of the periodic table (V, Ta). However, the
compounds K3SbS4 (mp-9911) and Na3SbSe4 (mp-8703), which
also fall within the same family, have their VBM at the H-point,
causing the VB degeneracy to decrease to 3.
The well-studied lead chalcogenides of space group 225,
PbTe (mp-19717), PbSe (mp-2201), and PbS (mp-21276) have
Nv = 4 for VB and CB.
13 The combination of an element from
the s2p2 group of the periodic table (Pb, Ge), and an element
from the s2p4 group of the periodic table (S, Se, Te), causes the
L-point to shift up in energy, making it the VBM. In many other
compounds within the same family, the degeneracy is lowered
to 3 at the G-point.
d. Assessment of high-throughput electronic property
calculations
A major concern in high-throughput assessments of thermo-
electrics properties is the level of accuracy obtained. Therefore,
in this section, we compare electronic properties from our high-
throughput computation procedure against experiments. For
this comparison, both the Seebeck and power factor were
computed as stated in themethodology, but with twomodifications.
First, the temperature and carrier concentrations used for solving
the Boltzmann transport equation were set to the conditions under
which the experiments attained the maximum values for these
quantities. Second, we averaged the eigenvalues differently
depending on whether the experimental data was taken from
a single crystal measurement or from a polycrystalline measure-
ment. When comparisons were made with single crystal results,
we used the maximum calculated eigenvalue. When comparisons
were made with polycrystalline experimental results, we averaged
the three eigenvalues. Through this procedure, we attempt to
match the computational and experimental conditions as closely
as possible. We calculated the transport properties for the host
compounds instead of the doped samples.
Fig. 3 Electronic band structure of NbSbRu (MPmaterials id =mp-505297)
computed using DFT-GGA.
Fig. 4 Electronic band structure of Al2CdSe4 (MP materials id = mp-3807)
computed using DFT-GGA.
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First, we discuss results for the Seebeck coefficients (see
Table S1, ESI† for the full data set). As depicted in Fig. 5(a),
the calculated Seebeck coefficient correlates strongly with the
experimental data for most materials, but tends to be under-
estimated. The smaller computed Seebeck coefficient can be
traced to the underestimation of the experimental band gap
energy, which is on average approximately 0.15 eV (38%) lower
than the experimental band gap energy over our data set for the
comparison. In particular, thermoelectric compounds with low
GGA band gap energies (o0.2 eV; black dots in Fig. 5(a)) appear
to have greater discrepancies with experiment. It is important
to note that compounds computed to have zero band gap can
exhibit an incorrect sign of the Seebeck coefficient (negative S
for p-type and positive S for n-type; see red circles in Fig. 5(a) and
Table S1, ESI†). The Pearson correlation coefficient for this data set
is 0.79 and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient is 0.62.
To see whether correcting the band gap problem would lead
to better agreement, we recalculated the data set after applying
a ‘scissor operation’51,52 to compounds for which the discrepancy
in band gap was larger than 50%. The scissor operation matches
the computational band gap to the experimental value but retains
the other features of the original band structure. With the
scissored band gap energies, the agreement between experi-
mental and computed Seebeck coefficients significantly improves
as indicated in Fig. S3(a) and Table S2 (ESI†). With the application
of scissoring, the Pearson correlation coefficient increases to 0.90
and the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient increases to 0.91.
We note that the band gap energies of Ag2Se (mp-568889) and
Cu2Te (mp-1861), for which the sign of Seebeck coefficient is
incorrect, could not be scissored due to zero GGA band gap.
We note that Mg2Sn (mp-2343) exhibits a higher calculated
Seebeck coefficient (213 mV K1) than the experimental value
(71.5 mV K1) after the ‘scissor’ operation.53 It is possible that
this stems from the difficulty in determining an accurate band
gap energy (the range of reported experimental band gap
energies is Eg = 0.16–0.33 eV
54,55). An additional source of error
in this analysis is that carrier concentrations are taken from
experimental Hall measurements, which tend to underestimate
the carrier concentration.56 Despite these issues, we find that
computational assessments of the Seebeck coefficients under
the approximations employed generally match well with experi-
mental data and are appropriate for high-throughput screening.
In addition to analyzing the Seebeck coefficient, we also
compare the computed power factor under a constant and universal
relaxation time approximation to experiment (Fig. 5(b), and
Table S3, ESI†). Although Fig. 5(b) shows qualitative agreement
between computation and experiment, we observe a larger
discrepancy than for the Seebeck coefficient. This is also
reflected in the lower Pearson (0.33) and Spearman rank (0.48)
coefficients. In contrast to the Seebeck coefficient, scissoring the
band gap does not appear to improve the result (ESI,† Fig. S3(b)
and Table S4). For the scissored data, the Pearson coefficient is
0.30 and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient is 0.33. It is
surprising that the scissored power factors exhibit a weaker
correlation than the un-scissored values, especially because the
Seebeck coefficient improved with scissoring.
One major reason for the difficulty in computing power
factors is likely the constant, universal relaxation time approxi-
mation (t = 1014 s) used in our high-throughput calculations.
The relaxation time should instead depend on several factors,
including the selection of material, temperature, and level of
impurities in the microstructure. Further, it will be energy-
dependent;57,58 in most thermoelectric materials, the relaxation
time decreases with temperature due to acoustic phonon–
electron interactions.59,60 Our results indicate that ignoring
these factors leads to only very rough qualitative agreement.
As a potential example of how non-uniform relaxation time
might have affected our results, in Bi2S3 (mp-22856) thin films,
the experimentally measured power factor is higher than the
calculated value. This could be because the relaxation time in
the highly crystalline and oriented crystals61 used in experi-
ments is likely larger than the value assumed in the calculation.
Fig. 5 Comparison of the calculated and experimental (a) Seebeck coefficients and (b) power factors for different thermoelectric materials (filled
symbols) and the extrinsic doped compounds (hollow symbols). The red circles indicate that the sign of the Seebeck coefficient was incorrect (see Table S1,
ESI†), and the red lines indicate equality of computation and experiment. The calculations are based on the Boltzmann transport equation applied to MP
band structures under a constant relaxation time approximation, with temperature and carrier concentration set to conditions where experiments reach the
maximum value of the quantity being investigated (Seebeck coefficient in panel (a), power factor in panel (b)). A major source of error appears to be
underestimation of band gaps in DFT, as indicated by the poorer agreement for materials with small DFT band gaps (black circles) versus intermediate/large
gaps (blue triangles).
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For BaGa2Sb2 (mp-29938), which has a higher calculated power
factor than the experimental value (see Fig. 5(b)),59 the reverse
situation may be true due to the smaller relaxation time of
polycrystalline samples.
We next compare calculated and experimental electrical
conductivities and mobilities. In Fig. S4 (ESI†), the ratio of
the calculated to experimental mobilities (m = s/ne), where e is
the elementary charge and n is the measured carrier concen-
tration, is plotted as a function of the calculated band-gap
energies. We note that because the carrier concentration is
set equal between computation and experiment, the mobility
comparison is equivalent to a conductivity comparison. Our
results indicate that smaller calculated gaps correspond to
greater overestimation of the mobility (Fig. S4(a) and Table S5,
ESI†). One culprit could be inaccurate band curvatures (and
therefore effective masses) for smaller band gaps, especially
for near metallic materials. Although DFT often reproduces
accurate effective masses for wide band gap materials,62,63 this
not always the case.64 Calculated and experimental mobilities
agree more closely if the band gap energies are set to the
experimental band gap energy (Fig. S4(b) and Table S6, ESI†),
suggesting that the issues may stem both from band curvature
as well as the band gap. Techniques beyond DFT such as the
Tran–Blaha65 or Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhoff (HSE)66 functionals
that are known to open the band gap might be better to model
accurately effective masses in small gap semiconductors.
Finally, we examined temperature dependence for the example
of the half-Heusler compound ZrNiSn (mp-924129).67 As in the
earlier comparisons, the carrier concentration and temperature
were set equal for the computations and experiments. The results
for n-type ZrNiSn are plotted in Fig. 6. Although the Seebeck
coefficient agrees well over the full temperature range of 300 K
to 800 K, the power factor agrees well only at low temperatures.
At temperatures above 600 K, the calculated power factor is
overestimated, most likely due to an overestimation of the
relaxation time since this quantity is held fixed in our calculations
but generally decreases with temperature due mostly to phonon–
electron interaction.
In conclusion, computed Seebeck coefficients demonstrate
generally good agreement with experiment; however, estimating
the power factor in high-throughput calculations under a universal
and constant relaxation time approximation is less predictive and
yields only qualitative agreement. Further refinement of the
relaxation time, or alternatemetrics for high-throughput screening,46
might be required to enhance the accuracy of the calculations.68–70
Finally, it should be noted that these results tested the models
assuming that the carrier concentration was known. For high-
throughput screening purposes, an additional uncertainly generally
exists in estimating the achievable carrier concentration.
e. Assessment of high-throughput thermal conductivity
models
Low thermal conductivity is required for thermoelectric materials
to maintain the temperature gradient across the material.
Calculating the thermal conductivity from first-principles is
difficult because it consists of both electron and phonon
contributions. The electronic contribution can be determined
from the Lorenz number and the electrical conductivity,
whereas the phonon contribution requires an enhanced under-
standing of the lattice dynamics. Many authors have suggested
methods to predict the phonon thermal conductivity; however,
the more reliable methods require computationally intensive
density functional perturbation theory calculations.71,72 These
methods are currently outside the scope of high-throughput
screening methods, mostly due to the extended computational
time required to run these simulations. In addition, the thermal
conductivity can vary widely based on microstructure,73 which
fundamentally limits the scope of DFT-based approaches, which
focus on perfect bulk materials.
In this study, the thermal conductivities were computed
using simpler models and compared with experimental thermal
conductivities. Because we are targeting low thermal conductivity,
we discuss amorphous-limit thermal conductivity values (kmin)
using the Clarke model74 and the Cahill–Pohl model,75,76 which
provide a lower bound for the thermal conductivities in the high
temperature limit (T c yDebye). Although the two models have
different starting points, they arrive at similar expressions by
assuming that the mean free path takes the limiting value of the
interatomic spacing.
The minimum thermal conductivity in the Clarke model is
defined by
kClarkemin ¼ 0:87kB
NAmr
M
 2=3
E
r
 1=2
(2)
in which E is the Young’s modulus, M is the mass per unit cell,
m is the number of atoms per unit cell, NA is Avogadro’s
number, and r is the mass density.74 The speed of sound in
the Clarke model is calculated by vs ¼ Er
 1=2
.
Fig. 6 Comparison of calculated and experimental power factor and
Seebeck coefficient for n-type ZrNiSn as a function of temperature.67
The calculations apply the Boltzmann transport equation to MP band
structures under a constant relaxation time approximation; carrier con-
centrations for the computations were set equal to the experimental value
at that temperature. The Seebeck coefficient shows good agreement over
the full range of temperatures, whereas the computed power factor
deviates from experimental measurements at high temperatures.
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The minimum thermal conductivity using the Cahill–Pohl
model is given by:
kCahillmin ¼
1
2:48
kBn
2=3 vL þ 2vTð Þ (3)
in which n is the number density of atoms, vL and vT represent
longitudinal and transverse sound velocities, respectively.75,76
In principle, the sound velocities needed for the Cahill–Pohl
model could be obtained from first-principles phonon calculations.
However, in our application of the Cahill–Pohl model, we obtain
these values from elastic properties of materials for which we
recently published a database77 of first-principles values, utilizing
the Voigt–Reuss–Hill average for bulk and shear moduli of a
material.78 To compute these moduli, the automated formalism
produced 24 different deformed structures by applying small
strains (1% and0.5%) to the ground state structure and then
solving for the corresponding stress/strain tensor. The full procedure
is described in ref. 77. Thus, in our implementation, the longitudinal
and transverse sound velocities were computed from the following
formulas appropriate for an elastically isotropic solid:
vL ¼ K þ 4=3Gr
 1=2
(4)
vT ¼ Gr
 1=2
(5)
where K is the bulk modulus, G is the shear modulus, and r is the
mass density.
Fig. 7 plots kmin computed using the Clarke and Cahill
models, with parameters taken from our computations, compared
with the lowest measured thermal conductivity above 300 K
(Table S7, ESI†). The experimental minimum thermal conductivities
agree qualitatively with both models. The Clarke and the Cahill
model both have a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.82 and a
Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.78 and 0.77, respectively.
However, the calculated minimum thermal conductivity is in
general lower than in experiments. This may not be a failure of
the model, but rather because the glass-like localized lattice
vibrations assumed in the models are not completely realized in
experimental samples.74,76 With precise phonon engineering,
the thermal conductivity of these compounds might be further
reduced to the calculated kmin limit.
73 We note that although
it is possible for the experimental thermal conductivity to be
lower than kmin from these models in ‘ultralow’
76 materials (e.g.,
WSe2
79), in our study this condition is more likely due to
overestimation of the speed of sound from the computation
(the elastic tensor calculations have uncertainties of roughly
15%77). We note that in a recent study, a modified minimum
thermal conductivity model explained the origins of ultralow
thermal conductivity in PCBM and C60/C70.
80 For the model, the
experimental Debye temperature from heat capacity measurements
was used and the heat transfer was limited by the atomic density.
Overall, we conclude that the Clarke and the Cahill–Pohl
models are appropriate for high-throughput screening to deter-
mine the lowest limit of the thermal conductivity in the
materials (i.e., after phonon engineering).
f. Clustering materials for thermoelectrics
Given that the present work involves many tens of thousands of
diverse compounds, we used large-scale data analysis techniques
to organize and interpret the results. In particular, here we
employ a clustering analysis to determine if it is possible to
define useful groups of thermoelectric materials based on
intrinsic descriptors. We use 58 descriptor values for each
compound. These descriptors include various DFT-derived and
empirical characteristics of the materials in the data set; examples
include band gap, nearest-neighbor bond length, elemental
electronegativities, and atomic radii. Because our objective is
to predictively model the key thermoelectric properties of
Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity, we exclude these
target thermoelectric quantities from our clustering process. We
excluded materials for which we lack some descriptor values
(these are mostly rare earth and noble gas elements) and further-
more excludematerials that are thermodynamically unstable (energy
above hull not equal to zero in MP). These reductions limited our
consideration to a subsample of 5431 ground-state structures.
We employ the DBSCAN algorithm (density-based spatial
clustering of applications with noise)81 as our clustering method.
This algorithm groups data into clusters of high density and assigns
points that fall between these clusters as outliers. Importantly, in the
DBSCAN approach, the user does not need to pre-define the number
of desired clusters (as is required with, for example, k-means
clustering82).
The results of our clustering of 5431 candidate thermo-
electrics are presented in Fig. 8. We utilized t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE)83 to project the results
of our 58-dimensional clusters onto two dimensions for visualization
purposes. A list of detailed clustering results can be observed in the
ESI.† Our clustering reveals six distinct clusters (colored points
in Fig. 8), while materials that do not clearly belong to one of
these clusters are classified as noisy (gray points encompassing
Fig. 7 Calculated thermal conductivities in the amorphous limit and
experimental minimum thermal conductivities from two models (Clarke
and Cahill Pohl) with parameter values computed from DFT-GGA plotted
on a log–log scale. The blue line plots equivalence between computation
and experiment.
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830 materials, or 15% of the data set). In Fig. 9, we plot how the
average values for some key descriptors we considered ( y axis)
vary by cluster (x axis), normalized by the averages of these
descriptors across all materials. We discuss trends and key
descriptors within each cluster below. The list of compounds
within each cluster is presented in the ESI.†
The largest cluster (cyan; 4076 materials; colors refer to
Fig. 8) contains 75% of all materials we considered, and thus
its average descriptor values are similar to those of the entire
dataset. Notably, this massive cluster includes many canonical
thermoelectrics, including Bi2Te3, PbTe, SnTe, and Mg2Si.
The yellow cluster (297 materials) consists largely of borates
and materials with complex anions containing several of the set
{B, F, Cl, O, Pt}. This cluster exhibits the third-highest average
Seebeck coefficient but low electrical conductivities. This latter
limitation is expected because many borates and compounds
with electronegative ions such as F, Cl, and O form insulators
and highly ionic compounds. Based on Fig. 9, we note that
short nearest-neighbor bonds, large negative formation energies,
and the presence of elements with high electronegativity distin-
guish the borate cluster.
The red cluster (104 materials) contains a large number of
carbonate and related compounds. This cluster exhibits the
second-highest average Seebeck coefficient, but also has low
electrical conductivity. Fig. 9 demonstrates that this cluster
exhibits large deviations from overall descriptor averages in
nearest-neighbor bond length (the shortest among all clusters),
number of elements per compound (the largest among all
clusters), and average atomic number (very low).
The orange cluster (54 materials) is a group of heavy element
chalcogenides (many Pt compounds) and pnictides. In particular,
Pt and BS3 thioborates are abundant in this cluster. This cluster
is not an obvious outlier in terms of Seebeck coefficient or
electrical conductivity, yet the behavior of these two properties
in concert leads to the largest maximum theoretical power factors
on average among the clusters. This cluster is relatively high
in density, has less-negative formation energies, is unlikely to
contain any strongly electronegative elements, and tends to exhibit
semiconductor-magnitude band gaps. This cluster could potentially
yield unexpected, interesting thermoelectric candidate materials.
The magenta cluster (51 materials) consists mostly of
Be-containing, strongly ionic chalcogenides and halides (e.g.,
BeI2, BaBeF4, MgBe2N2). This cluster exhibits the highest average
Seebeck coefficient and low electronic conductivities. Based on
Fig. 9, we note that this cluster has the largest (i.e., most negative)
formation energies among the clusters, is the least dense, is likely
to have a wide direct band gap, and is much more likely than
average to contain alkaline earth elements (e.g., Be).
The light green cluster (19 materials) contains binary and
ternary Sc and In-based intermetallic compounds. As might be
expected, this cluster exhibits exceptionally low Seebeck coefficients
and very high conductivities, leading overall to low power factors.
IV. Discussion
Within the last decade, many new thermoelectric materials
have been discovered, such as SnSe,84 tetrahedrite,85 colusite,86
Fig. 8 Visualization of the clustering of materials in the dataset. The axes
are t-SNE dimensionality-reduced coordinates, which have no physical
meaning, but are used to flatten the very high-dimensional materials
property space onto two dimensions for visualization.
Fig. 9 Heat map of selected descriptors used in clustering of materials. The 7 clusters are listed on the x-axis, and the map is used to illustrate the
difference in properties between clusters. The thermoelectric properties below the black lines were not used in clustering materials.
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Cu2S/Se,
87 and others.88 Some of these new materials exhibit
very high performance; for example, the peak zT of SnSe was
recently measured to be 2.6 at 923 K, the highest for any
material reported thus far.84 Other new materials are abundant
and potentially low cost, such as the tetrahedrite structures85
that are already being tested commercially by Alphabet Energy
in large 25 kW thermoelectric generators. Thus, there may
be further interesting opportunities in searching for new
bulk thermoelectric materials. Approaches based on high-
throughput screening and data mining offer a possibility to
efficiently and comprehensively explore these opportunities.
One concern with high-throughput methods is accuracy.
We evaluated the accuracy of a high-throughput approach
to calculating electronic transport using a combination of
standard density functional theory (i.e., GGA-PBE functional)
and Boltztrap, using a constant (no dependence on E or k)
and universal (no dependence on material composition or
structure) relaxation time. Even under these approximations,
we observed that calculations of the Seebeck coefficient
matched well with experiments, with the few disagreements
stemming from the underestimation of the band gap with GGA.
These results, performed within a high-throughput study, are
consistent with previous individual studies on Mg2Si,
89 Bi2Te3
9
and CoSb3,
9 and half-Heusler compounds.90
In contrast to the Seebeck coefficient, we determined the
power factor to be more difficult to predict in a high-throughput
mode. This is likely due to the larger sensitivity of electronic
conductivity to the selection of relaxation time, carrier concen-
tration, and band gap. Our results indicate a systematic bias in
the high-throughput method for which compounds with the
lowest GGA band gap yielded the largest errors, in particular
having calculated mobilities that were too high. Based on these
results, one suggestion would be to correct the band gaps of
compounds from GGA calculations in an efficient way, e.g., by
calculating the energies of the band edge symmetry points with a
more advanced functional such as HSE.91,92 Alternatively, onemight
use a formalism like one recently developed by Yan et al.,46 which
employs the bulk modulus and band effective mass to estimate the
mobility along with experimental fitting parameters.
One component of accuracy that we did not test in this
study was the effect of spin–orbit coupling, which might play
a greater role in compounds with heavy elements and high
degeneracies. In addition, compounds with highly localized orbitals
(e.g., f-electron systems) remain difficult to model with high-
throughput methods. Another potential issue, which we did not
investigate here, is faithful interpolation of the band structure at
band crossings in the Boltztrap code.16 Recently, a new code based
onWannier functions, BoltzWann, was developed to provide greater
fidelity of interpolated band structures and better treatment of band
crossings.93 However, currently BoltzWann is difficult to employ
within a high-throughput framework because one must determine
the appropriate parameters to yield a good interpolation.
One particularly difficult problem is calculating thermal
conductivity in a high-throughput mode. We evaluated the
accuracy of two models, one by Clarke and another by Cahill
and Pohl, to predict a minimum thermal conductivity.
We observed that these models correlate similarly well with
experimentally measured minimum thermal conductivities. In
recent work, we demonstrated that it is possible to calculate the
necessary moduli on a large scale,77 making these models
capable of mid- to high-throughput. We note that these models
are not the only method by which lattice thermal conductivity
can be estimated. Toberer et al.73 developed a model to estimate
thermal conductivity for single crystals using materials para-
meters that are accessible from DFT calculations. Subsequently,
Yan et al.46 demonstrated that this method could be used
for high-throughput computational screening of materials by
assuming a Gru¨neisen parameter equal to one and rebalancing
some of the model weights. Another method, proposed by
Toher et al.,94 uses the GIBBS method to estimate thermal
conductivity, although this method is formally only valid for
isotropic materials and is likely better suited to high-symmetry
structures.95 The accuracy of the GIBBS-based model was
recently evaluated by Madsen et al. for rocksalt and zinc-
blende structures, and furthermore compared with another
model that calculates the Debye temperature from the full
phonon band structure.96 In this study, a mode-averaged squared
version of the Gru¨neisen parameter was demonstrated to be
important to obtainingmore accurate results.96 Another possibility
for evaluating thermal conductivity is to explicitly calculate the
phonon–phonon interactions. This method has traditionally been
limited by high computational expense. However, a recent study by
Seko et al. demonstrated that third-order phonon interactions
can now be computed in high-throughput for several hundred
compounds when those compounds are relatively simple.97 New
methods might soon make such approaches tractable for more
complex compounds and even for higher-order phonon inter-
actions. For example, one recent method introduced by Zhou
et al. uses compressed sensing to obtain high-order force
constants with very few snapshot calculations.98
We also used the MP database to assess differences in the
maximum power factor for group VIA elements. We observed
that the power factor distributions were in the order tellurides4
selenides B sulfides 4 oxides. This trend assumes the same
doping limits for each compound, and is thus independent of
any differences that could arise from systematic differences in
the difficulty of doping. Unfortunately, while the power factor
increases moving down the periodic table, resource availability
decreases (decreased abundance and increased HHI35). However,
we emphasize that such ‘‘macro’’ analyses do not necessarily
hold for individual compounds, and a well-designed oxide
thermoelectric might be an outlier from such overall trends.
We note that many oxide compounds have been investigated in
the past,99–103 with only a few reaching high zT (e.g., p-type
NaCoO2 reaching zT of 1.2 at 800 K
104).
An aspect of thermoelectrics design that represents both an
opportunity as well as a difficulty is the diversity of materials
chemistries that encompass potentially interesting thermoelectric
properties. We presented a first-order clustering analysis to begin
the process of grouping together materials with similar features.
This type of classification can be interesting in a qualitative sense,
i.e., to see how similar physical properties result in similar
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thermoelectric performance metrics, and could also be incorpo-
rated in the future into quantitative models such as cluster-rank-
model,105 which builds predictive models for separate materials
chemistries. For example, one limitation of our high-throughput
methods is that the approximation of an electronic relaxation
time and thermal conductivity is held constant even across
diverse chemistries. In the future, clustering analyses could also
present a way forward to rationally and automatically apply more
targeted approximations for different regions of chemical space.
V. Conclusion
Leveraging the Materials Project database, we have developed a
comprehensive database of thermoelectric properties for solid-state
materials and assessed its accuracy against available experimental
data. We observed good agreement between computational and
experimental Seebeck coefficients; however, the evaluation of power
factor in high-throughput is less accurate. Thermal conductivity
models from Clarke and from Cahill and Pohl exhibit similar
qualitative agreement with experiment. Our data set indicates that
designing oxide thermoelectrics will be very challenging, and that
overall thermoelectrics design involves several difficult trade-offs.
The data set identifies the correlations between some crystal
structures and high electronic band valley degeneracy, which can
help guide search for new thermoelectric materials. Combined with
empirical models (e.g., lattice thermal conductivity estimation)
and advanced data mining techniques, such high-throughput
investigations might uncover new opportunities for the design
of new thermoelectric materials.
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